This is how a new modern day Sheaffer ballpoint filler comes. Even with a Widget on the front
of it, it will be too short to use in a Stratowriter. … Unless you make a Doober.

This part, which covers and
prevents the tip from drying
out before use, will be scalvaged
and made into a little spacer to
fit into the back of the filler to
make it fit your old Stratowriter or
Fineline ballpoint, along with the
Widget on the front end of the
filler.

Step 1:
Pull off
Both plastic
ends

This part, which is used in a
modern day Sheaffer ballpoint, will
Be pulled-out and thrown into
Your odd materials and parts
drawer for future use on
something else. Pull it off
While wiggling it with your
Fingers. It’s bound to fit
Something some day

NOTE: If you find you’ve cut off too much from the fat end and your Doobebr is too short, see
the third to last slide (STEP 8) on the “Double Doober”. It will show you how to make the fat
SCROLL DOWN
End Longer.
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Step 2: With a pair of diagonal cutters, shorten the skinny end to where it has a length of
about ½”. This dimension isn’t real critical, but this end needs to be shortened
because it’s going to go into the back end of the filler and you don’t
want it to go in so far that it hits the wad of grease that was put
in the end of the filler to keep the ink inside.

This other end will be shortened to a length
Dependent on which type of Stratowriter or
Fineline you’re going to use it on.
We’ll get to that soon.
It’s now a partial Doober.

I’ve found enough Stratowriters to define 4 different sizes of Doobers needed to cover
them all. And there ARE significant differences in the length of spacer needed for different sized
Stratowriters & Finelines. (There was a blue wedge shaped end plug that Sheaffer used for a short
while on the ends of fillers that helps rarely, but it’s usually quite sloppy and loose on most pens
when used as a spacer). There may be other sizes of Stratowriters out there, and if I find any
more I’ll add to this Set of instructions. I’ll cover installing the Widget on the front end as we go
along here.
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STEP 3:
If you have a Stratowriter like this 1946 one, congratulations. This is one of the nicest models.
Take the old filler out and leave the spring in the front of the pen alone. I’ve never been able to
get the spring out without destroying it. That’s what happened to this one. Just leave it in and
drop the Widget in on top of it. It will fit just fine and the Widget doesn’t need to be screwed
into the barrel of this type of pen.

OLD STYLE FILLING UNIT
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STEP 4:
Now you need to cut the top, fat part of the Doober
To fit this type of pen.
You need to cut it so the fat part is .2” long (2/10”).

.2”
Don’t have a micrometer? Why not?

If you want To use the units that Parker &
Sheaffer based their production on, .2” is
about equal to 13/64”. You might be able to
Find a scale calibrated in 32nds. Or if you like
Socialist units, this length is 5.1 mm.
Cut it the same way you did the other end,
with a pair of diagonal cutters.
So put the pen together and you’re good to go.
One note about the actuation on this pen;
That’s not a clicker on top. You push it down
and while holding it down, turn the knob
Clockwise (while the pen is pointed away
from you). To retract, push down and twist
the knob counter clockwise. The most
Common failure mode of this pen involves
this action no longer working.

Just drop the Widget
Into the barrel on top
Of the spring that’s
already in there. You
Don’t need to screw the
Widget in on this pen.
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It would really be worth your while to
get a micrometer for this work, not just
for getting the length of the Doober
Correct, but to determine the barrel size
of your pen. The length of the Doober
Is dependent on the exposed length of
The barrel with the cap on, and it is not
a linear relationship. Some
Shorter barrels need longer
Doobers, and the barrel
lengths determining the
Doober lengths differ by as
little as .015”.

STEP 5:

To put the widget into this type of
pen, just use a small screwdriver as
shown in the next slide.
The Widget doesn’t have a slot for
the screw- driver in it, but with GENTLE
pressure and rotation
it will turn the Widget into the tip
of the pen. It doesn’t need to be too
tight.

2.71”

That last one wasn’t your pen?
How about this one?
This is the shortest of the plastic barrel
Stratowriters; the barrel is
2.71” long,
or
2 3/32” long,
or
68.8 mm long,
measured from the closed end of the
barrel to the edge that the cap seats
on. I’ve given you this dimension so
you can identify the size of pen that
needs the fat part of the Doober cut
to this dimension:
. 4”, or 25/64”, or 10.15 mm.

.4”
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STEP 6: Installing the Widget

On the shallow section
Shown here, you can just
screw the widget in with your
fingers.

On the two outer sections shown, you can use a small
Screwdriver to turn the Widget into the section. There is no
Slot for the screwdriver in the Widget, but with light pressure
it will turn the Widget in tightly enough.

You might try playing with this Insertion depth if you think th
tip of the filler sticks out too far when you are Done, but you
may then need to shorten the fat end of the Doober to
compensate. You may also want to use a small drop of shella
on the threads if you don’t seat the widget all the way down.
You don’t normally need to glue the Widget in if you seat it a
the way in, although Sheaffer sometimes did so in
transitional designs.
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Still weren’t your pen?
The longest barrel pens:
The first three pens here
have barrels that are
2.945” or 2 15/16” or
74.8 mm long. The last pen
barrel is about .2” shorter
when measured
from the bottom of the cap
to the closed end of the
barrel. Again, I pointed
that out so you can identify
the pens that need to
have the fat end of the
Doober cut to the following
Dimension:
.360”
or
23/64”
or
9.13 mm
Put it in the back of the filler
And put the pen together.

.360”
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STEP 7: Those last two

STEP 8: The Double Doober pens:
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CARTRIDGE:

FINELINE

SENTINEL DELUXE STRATOWRITER

CREST TUCKAWAY DELUXE STRATOWRITER

The barrel length is
Measured from the
Bottom of the cap
to the pointed end
Of the barrel.

CREST DELUXE STRATOWRITER

For these pens, you actually need to EXTEND the
Doober. This is also a good way to recover if you’ve made your Doober too short.
The way you identify these pens is again by the barrel length, which is 2.93” or 2 59/64” or
74.4 mm. That’s only about .015” less than the last size we discussed, so you may see why you
could use a micrometer. You will not need to shorten the fat end of the Doober in this case.
You will use an old Parker cartridge to make a .390” or 25/64” or 9.9 mm long tube
that you will put on the fat end of the Doober as an extension. Cut it out from near the center of
the Parker cartridge, start it on the fat end of the Doober, and screw the pen together to
compress the assembly to the right length. This method will also help you recover if any of the
previous examples left
CUT OUT A
you with a short
SECTION OF
Doober.
A PARKER

Use the plug from
The Parker cartridge
To make the fat end
Of the Doober longer

The Clicker pens don’t need a Widget, as both modern fillers and the ones with a blue wedge
Shaped Doober in the back end that was used for a short while by Sheaffer will fit and work
well.

Short-lived interim filler w/
Blue wedge shaped Doober

Modern filler
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Evolution of the Widget

Early-on, they used all metal
fillers with Integrated threads .
The 1946 Stratowriter shown
doesn’t use threads to hold
the filler in; I’m not sure
what its original filler looked
like, but threaded Widget
Type fillers are found in them
all.
Here’s a later innovation
By Sheaffer with a plastic
filler stuck into guess what?

This is a converted pen
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And this is our modern day
Widget, duplicated from
the above Sheaffer front
end by Dan Reppert, who
Is responsible for all the
Widgets you’ll find out there
for sale today.

Just make sure that you don’t stick anything into the filler fare enough to hit the
grease plug they put in there to keep the ink in.

